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PREFACE

The 1esearch on Evaluation Program is a Northwest Regional Educational
Laboratory project of research, development, testing, and training

. designed to create new evaluation methodologies for use in education.
This document is one of a series of papers, and reports produced by
program staff, visiting scholars, adjunct scholars, and project
collabontorsall umbers of a cooperative network of colleagues
'woiking.on the development of new methodologies.

A collection of special reports has been prepared, each of which ovet-

views a separate discipline a's gn alternative source of methodology fork

evaluation. Each report summarizes the nature of the methods common to
that discipline and examines the possibilities of employing such methods

in evaluation. This report, one of that collection, presents, Operations
Research as a potential source of evaluation methodology.

V
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Nick L. Smith, Editor
Paper and Report Series
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OPERATIONS RESEARCH AS,A METAPHOR FOR EVALUATIO$

A favorite colleague, given to mischief-making, has described' evaluation

as "50 percent measurement and 50 percent mush." Ifi%that part which is

not measurement, he claims, there is little Intellectu al coherence, and no
. 4

seient*fic resiectability Regarding` evaluation its present

state, one findstit hard to disagree t" (Page, 1975, 1978).

However, the argument of this thapter is that the "mush" may. have made us'

,
ailing,but not terminally ill. Indeed, there ar'objective principles,

40
of the : sort'which have lea to the success of measurement and of most

scientific activity, which can be applied through the fleldof evaluation,

.

,and can give LE an integrity and legitimacy whith ace only,fantasics today.

\.
These savAng principles are those of Operations Research ( ),,

. a bri *iantly unfolding discipline less than 40 years old.1 Probably not one

percet4 of today's evaluators,, even those with extensive statistical

knowledknowsOR with. }slit depth. Yet this discipline:addresses'

.

-exactly those problems closest to our hearts, those of decision -making.

,-Indeed, operations research Ll.the science of evaluation.

This artidle chin only be a:brief Overview of OR, and how it relates

evaluation. First, we shall demonstrate thit*educatienal evaluation (E;)

is indeed targeted on decision-making. Second, we shall consider how

onp'Albfieidef:OR, decision snalysis;;Lekei explicit and tractable ,

. the - elemints of our concerns * Third, we shall illustrate some of the

\. .

,.

othir subfields of OR and possible applications in EE. With this preparation,

\
we shall see how ORproMes a metaphor, for, EE, in the most useful and

. .

10
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powerful sense of metaphor. And finally, we shall consider ways in which

workers may cl,aw the two fields of activity,closer to each other.
;

Corollaries of-Decision-Making-,

Clearly, evaluation's claim to uniquenesspito'being usefully beyond,

measurement, depends on its being an aid to decision making. While not

stated . explicitly, in much of the.evaluations literature, thii is at least

implicit in much of, the writing where EE spokemen attempt 'to differentiate

their field from the older one of measurement (for a review-of six sample

texts, see Page, 1975). Evaluation is not the same as research, we

are tad, because EE is` "concerned with the' individual case," aims to

.01

"aid the planner, administrator, and practitioner," and indeed 'aid in

making decisions." For such pUrposes we "evaluate" programs, studentsoptoposals,

products, , and personnel -- all with the aim of making, or at least

influencing, decisions about thesis subjects of"Our

Having acknowledged this relation; lay us see whether we, 'tail deduct

some corollaries, of itm.'
(

-' 1) Any decision mast necessarily concern itself with choice among'
4,.

a

alternatives. No proper "evaluation"dcan be of just one0Object. This point

1-

is curiously fuzzy inmost of the evaluations literature, but.it does

occasionally appear. For example Scrivin (ch. 1 in Popham, 1974):

4

Pew if any useful evaluations avoid the necessity to present.

data on the comparative performance of critically competitive

products.

standards

All too often the.data refers to some pre-established
084.

of merit, and the'reader has no idea whether one can

do better.for less, or twice as well for 5 percent more, which is
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, the kind of information a,consuaer wants. . . .

i . .

Let us continue 2...I . this,passage, for it will illuminate some other.

: featurs Of our Oecision-makingt. .

q . ,

.

It is not too thrilling to discover that an imlection

of $100,000 worth of computer-assisted instruction (CAI) can

improve the math performance of a school by 15 percent iE there

is a possibility that $1,500 worth of programmed texts would do as

well or better. There are few points where good evaluators .

distinguish themselves more clearly than in their chotce of

critical competitors. [p. 15]

One corollary of EE as decision-making, then, is the need for such a list of

feasible alternatives.

2) A second feature of any decisio4akinglo some value which

7
may serve. as a val. In the above example it is to "improve the math

performance of a school." It is not clear how any decisions may be

intelligently made if the process is truly "goal-free." Indeed, it is

.'llten"required that such objectives be measured, as they are above, in

a. ratio scale., Ho* else Ls-one to interpret an improvement of "15 percent4?

Clearly, then, to decide among alternatives, We need such a prediction of

outcome for each alternattwi

3) A third feature of decision making is an estimate of costs,

accompanying each.alternatives In the illustriiiOn above, costs are

110.

in terms of4dollars (s!$100,000 worth of computer-assisted instruction" vs.

"$15,000 worth of programmed text s")., If costs are the same, thefi we choose

ti

/in terms of value; but if values are the same, then costs become essential.

But 4n the "real world"so prized by evaluators 9 some information about'
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4 th costs and benefits is essential to making defensible decisions.

11.4t is 'still less acknowledged in'EE, but is implicit in the above

'xample, is the need% to measure cos }s and benefits on the same scale.
V

upposa we can improve a schoolos math performance "10 percent" by

pendLng an additional "$V,000" -- should we do so? Clearly, we

fled, for mapy non-trivial questions,, some way of plotting a function

time in refl'Ilife:

, '4) And still a

161s! We must hfve

of costs. against bhnefits. (Mikis a balahang we perfoim all the

Else how would we decide to pay $3 for a movie?)
V .

fourth corollary of EE as decision making is

411some knowledge of the probabilities of rioua

outcomes for each alternative. If we choose A or choose B, that is,

we `need to anticipate the "chanced' of,various results, with theiz associated

-4 costs and benefits.
If we know these certainly, it greatly simplifies our 'choice. But

.

in the much vaunted "real world" of EE, knowledge about such probabUktias

must be wrung from Nature's clop reserve, must be extracted like juice'

. .

from any high-quality evitence we have.
.

And here Ls h rather startling, though unavoidable feature of these
Mr

corollaries: 'These outcomes, 1)00 costs and benefits, must be related

causally to -the decisions. Hare corrqational data, collected from_

artifadtUal records either in this school or elsewhere, will not suffice.

. ) .

.

For no decision making is rational unless itc bears on producing the

more 'desirablf Outcome, r ' L.'

#

kigt way for models of Opefations Research. Even more: We have made

So saying, we have prepared

EE heavily dgplindent on traditional, 'Imouledge-aimed research, for it is;

/,'
from e research that w an best his a to understand the re ufrhd

.

ousel nexus.

.



'An OkIlodel for Decision Analysis o

' ,
, Y .

Having framed our reqUirements for dtcisipn making in evaluation,

we nbw turn to a model from O.R. to show how 41 the? requirements`

Or

are confronted and organized into a single siruttnie,' Decision

analysis (DA)'is only one of the models in OR. But it seems the easiest

34,grasp.. for intelligent educators used to such thid5Ingl and it serve;

as a kind pf.,:. . prototype of the more specialized algorithmsg_

5
- described later in this article.. is the only model,'

.. . shobie here in sufficient detail,: ; ;." ' to,be.'r -... .1 . . '

..
:

calculated. Its main featurevare illustrated in Figure 16.

Figure 1.

Figure 1 represents a.simple decision tree containing Ite following

structure: There is a set of nodes and branches, according to how'

the decision problem is envisioned by the designer. There are juit two

kinds of nodes: rectal Char nodes are decisions, and the branches from

41
a decision node era the alternatives among ishich we must choose:: The

circle nodes reprelsint probabilities,' or 'uncertainties as to outcomes.
dd.

The branches. from a -circle are the possible events of intermit. Each
/.

,

branch from skcircIt node. must be flagged by, some estimated probability,
f

anct these probabilities bust add up to one for any circle node. At thp

end of each terminal branch.(whether from rectqngle or
NI
circlit) must be

acme (black dot) value attached to that outcome, or plan. To complete

a

c
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the notation for this simple tree, we have tip little toll-gate, near

the letter B, where we show the estimated cost of that branch. Costs

and values, as we have- noted, must be transformed into the same units

of measure, if both are necessary to include in the problem.

Let us take such a tree as representing a true picture of our

decision problem, and the prpbabilides, costs, and values as being a .

reasonable approximation to,their true measures. Than to the

astonishmtv of newcomers to 9. -- such a tree is solved entirely
-

automatically, algorithMically, reaching decisions which are demonstrably

f

The Ihirious thing about this model -. about our neglect of it in

,*

optimal. We begin at the bottom of the tree with the teminal values.

.

And we move up the tree by purely' automatic procedures. if the node above

is a probability node, than we multiply each value by its probability,

c ,
, . , .

thus ;calculating a mean value which becomes the value now attached to ,

, ,

.
,

the node itself. For the probability (circle) nodes, these calculations
.

are shown in Figure 1.
4

On the other. hand, where the node is a decision EseuareY node, ye
.

"fold back" the branches of less value, indibating this by the double

barrier as seen near the letter A.
/ ATi waattacki the, hihept branch value

.

to'the node itself. We work up 'the tree this way,frem bottom to ,top,

. ..

with these two simple operatiOns of averaging and folding back (and
, . ..

. ,

.

.'

subtaacting costs) ."
And in this simple, `treqursiVe way, we can solve a

tree of any arbitraryncomple*tty. 'In this illustratrOn of Figure 3, if

we were considerIng Plans A and B, we would automatically choose

Since 70 is greater than 60.
ar

.

education -- is that there is no alternative theory of decision making,.

.
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That is, there are other OR models, but there is- no rational way to
, .

.

decide anyrmatter but by consideration of,the varialrlee in this tree:

".
.

-.- - .-

probabilities, costs, and benefits. And given thi4a1elements of the,
. .

problem, then Such . a mathematical; sattion, as we ve said is

demonstrably equaleto or bettet"0- any.sajective solutitn. (An

important but neglected area of

to 440 we, as human deciders,.

research, by tirc .way'; is the degree

can ontiriii4e when we iidfjective y

solvf treei Of this kind. , But see Tillett, 1975.)

41.0 of Subjectivity fn'Becision Analysis

V

* v

We must 'note, in Figure,1,,.that there are ma aspects of the
. . :,,- i

tree where've commonly lack data: ofteni,thosi Very probabilities,

tcosts, spi,outcomearalues. Then we muat'depend on Judgments. These

i /. .

judgments, consided individually, are inevitably going to include large
.--. .

4

4I"

8

Subjectivrcopponente. But such inclusion .does not render the

4

approach unscientilte. To the,contra?), all science includes intersubjectivity

ei a cardinal test of iti status (Feigl & Brodheck; 1953, ch. 1). ,As
1

Teigl points out, intersubjectivity is in fact another termler-7:-
objectivity: the agreement at the most:elementary level about whether

. .
, .

1

.

a simple event did or did .not occur. 'Andloona of iffi'commonest concerns

. . .
in social science is this "r,etiabilitin of msesures,,whichin the case of ,0

---

more complex judgments, such as those flare ansidered, refers to the

.

concoidance among judges a

;

ng independently. Tho.difference between
.' ,

.
. ,

I :'
-.

ordint0 sub jectivtty tnd what I call Judgment is the
)
difference between

v , ...
r

unchecked, unverifiable iddividual experiende .- a kind of solipdism --

. ; 1 3- .
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andeptte central, desirable intersubjecEivity o science. A virtue of
a-

decision science is that it tames subjectivity, giving it whatever

role is

repr

,

objecti In aAecision-tree such at Figure 1, where does such

..7) ,

judgment enter? inta"11 the deafer of the tree,, there may be.

,
t.

necessary, but tsameting its quality, making sure it is

titre, and using.ii carefully in algo4thms which aro themselves

9

more than one sat of alternatives to consider; .2) the esttpation 'N

of costs,, using, ohutever data are available; 3) estimation of pro'babiiities

(though regression techniques may provide helpful estimates) ;, and .

centrally, inescapably, 4) the estimation of values. . J. ...:...,, :- .
,

. .
..

.. .. 'Estimating Values fotDecisions , :.\
4

.

It is a curiou:t charactarEstic of the'5"evaliiatiois7 literature that

tt has pid0 so. little systematic attentionto values. ,A great virtue
4

of the OK approach is that it forces us to'remedy this tack, and to
-,

make explicit some scale of worth. For e-prime requirimeht of OR
,

is s agreed-upon bbfectiee function, !`measurable lialues.. . a that
. .

un quivoca reflect theipture well..lfirng of the organizations' (Wagner;,
.-

., . *

19691-P. 5)
;

once we ieate,

or naffs of travel

rat, we seem to lack any such "measurable values,"

(deceptiveiy) simple measures such as dollars of .profit,

saved. Yet we

t

routinely analyZe ratings, rankings,

.

grades, And other judgments in our literature, and there is no needed

db.

epistemology which is not already a wellworn tool of behavioral science.

Also, contrary to what many think, there is not an unbridgeable gulf

between the highest philosophical values and the most discrete test items
,

.

or behavioral objectives. At Connecticut, intrigued,. by.this problem,
I R :,

some of us have done wqrk on w1'at we call the bentee for "benefit T- score."

4

\
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We hate explored what,we may term a "iop -down tree of value" (Page, 1972,

1974; Paget& Breen, 1974a, 1974b). A sample tree is show in Figure 2.,

Figure 2

With Figure 2, we can grasp the remarkable, recursive proper ty of a

value tree, and explore some of its mathematical properties. We-,define

the bentee, at the topmost Level, as including 100k of the
. ,

value td be gained from an educational experience (in this illustration,

the full' elementary and secoUdtry experience, the bentee being for

the seni6r graduating from high school). We have divided this

?anted J into 7 areas of educational improvemint (Verbal*

Quangtative, etc.*, as shown)* and we have apportioned the values-

according 'to the judgments of 101 randomly selected jUdges, half

laymen and half professional educatorsit TheNtask appears very easy for the

judge to cid: We simply present him/her with a lilt of 'these 7 traits,

.

togetherwith a paragraph description of each. These are presented in a

nay randdm ordarfor each judge* with a sheet of paper with the 7 areas

marked* and astack of 100.chips. -Theljudge it asked to "spend"' the Chips.

. . Thearmthod.is easy and quick, and though indiv &dual judges may be

/wildly deviantsthe group estimates rapidly reach stability as

'sample sile.increases.

mace calculatftns which

When we have such estimates, we can then

were formerly impossikle. For exempla, if we
- -

have a group of high - school seniors, and standardiked measures or's,
n s

estimates for them on each of the 7 traits* we may calculate for a

student an overall bentee, by weigheinmach of

S.

ag
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16,4610k :
If

1

1
4 4

his 7 estimates appropriatel by summing these weighted estimates for
.

,

s sum to a T:.icore (with a mean of 50 and

....

hid, and by transfot;in
. - i . . .

(.standard deViation of 10). Such bentee scores would now permit us to
, , ,-

.
.- guidance, ,

.rank order the students (Or a variety of purposes of selection/and award.
.

.w
The mo+04tkable feature of the value tree is its generality:

. -

We_pin,usd the sacipschniques at ahy node in the tree. Wd'can define a new
..1 7 -,

1

40

bentee for, say, American literature, colleyIting expert opinions, about
a r-

the apportionment of value, building curricula and tests in accordance
, ...

. ,

with these vs?.ues, and assigning overall scores as the weighted sum of
.

l..
,

,*

10:tests. Note, this is quite similar` what is done in curriculum

And tilOnstrucaon today, but the value-tree approach establishes,

.

. .
.

a new legitimacy to the outcomes since values are defined in a defensible way.1

Xhe .tree.haa .i. additional mathematical propertiesnwhAdb-permit
. ,

us, in.pFinciple, .7,..to weight any node within the overall scheme
- .

of valuei. by..*Tiwadapted.. -.1.,from.a tree of independent probabilities.
.

,..

- (Cf. Pagiy.1974; Page.Mreeny 1974a.) And itmay be' used.
.....

,-

e
t ., . I

, ,
for virthalLy-any purpose or Alb -group: third -gra'de pupils, learning -

.,
.

'
-disabled -Pkgers,-$, ...-:. 4, , .1% . pre-med or engineering majors.

9 r? The tree Csparticulerly useful when facing. the problem of tradeoffs

for Axamplif where one gains in math at the expanse of time taken'from
evaluation of

,...social studies, sinogit permits / people, groups' instftutions, or progtms
. .

;11..

in terms'oebverali educational effectsi2

Sntirely different-problems of valuate of course, are taisediwben

we attempt to tradeOff values aninst costs,when these are measured
.

in diffeient units: fo'i example, bentee points vs. hours, of teacher time;

i1

or anytime we are faced with more than one kind of saqIe.
ol 1r

db.

1,J

Z 1. ,
44
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But such' questions,, too, have come undrir expert scrutiny by some

'workers 4 ..it OR,. . SOMe issues -. were attacked. at least
t -

tWo decades ago (e.g.; Churchman, Ackoff, Arnoff, 1957, "ch. 4),

and have been analyzed on a.' deep philosophical icyel by/Churchrian

6961). Some . important questions of ,vaftek funitibp, were

considered by Raiff a 01968, pp. 514-100 in his monograph on DA. And the most

4

4

thoptugh mathematical treatment given value tradeoffs is probably

the massive work.by Keeney and Raiffa (1976), which should provide

tiara stirsulatien and insight for bettaVidral researchers. For our

purposes 1206, we can say that such problems are not intractable; scales

can be drawn together °by interview and experimental tichniques, to

establish the tradeoffs required, in order that decision trees will,
ra

indeed, provide a framework helpful to the decisionpaker. 0 of

And the most 1:3poriant realization of this section, for those Interested..1
. , . of value ..

in ES, is that these complexities/were not invented by OR. Rather, they
, ,. . .

reside in the real problems facing educators; and OR appears the only..
0 .

discipline 1:lepiired to make them explicit and to balance tem IAA

,;

14e

4

in an intelligible way.
. .

Other Subfields,of Operations Research ,

.1 . . a

Suppose, now, that are advising admipistrators on a different

problem, the assignment of teachers to courses. We can asst each

teacher, only to a certain number of courset, and each required course

in' the curriculum mist be taught. We have a specified goal; We wish

our assignment to optimize the ,sum of ratings given by department

Feeds to each it:sachet/course .combination. 3 How should we design
set 'mit to

our OR model? We could /design a dec isieir tree, with every possible

a 17
4
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teacler/course-imbination complex laving, a brinch of its owe. But

the number of'such branches would becomeextremely large.

13

For example,

if there were just 5 teachers and 20 courses for them. to. cover (each.

teaching four tourses), then there are 300 illion possible asdignmentsi'
for such an assignmen problem,

DA is obviously a poor model, then, end we rn to the breeder field of

Ciltdor a more sUltable choice.

Transportation Models

For such-problems, a'guitable framework is an overarching Jens called

4 a transportation model. Such a model provides one row for each ,

"supply point" (in this case, f. a teacher) and-one column for each

"destination" (in this case, a qourse)t Instead of generating

billions of possible assignment tables, then, we are concerned with just

a 5 X.20 table n this sample problem), and': limited number of

iterations over this table. Or ifthert-are, say, only 7 unique courses,

then the table. is only 5 x 7 in this small example? .Such a reduced. table

is Illustrated ifeFigurc3.

Figure 3,

I

As we note, for each teacher/course tombination, there is a benefit.rij,
. ,

5
, ,

here's ratiruc,of quality. For each cell in'the Figure, there will also
. .

7

be an x /with values ranging from zero (when the teacher teaches no sections.
ij

of thlit course) to 4 (if, say, one teacher teaches all four hours available

in Course #5). The aim:of-the assignment algorithm, then, will be to

maximize

_.
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each teacher instruct the number of agre d hours, and that each course

section be covered by an instructor.

Au expert example -of such analy As provided biTillett (1975),i,,

In A reallworld, serious s9dy of such assignments.there are of course

many.considsraticins beyond those above, arta_ Ti.Yett adjusted his model

for these: For one thing, neither ratings nor preferences' are alone

enough to make out a good assignment. Both must be considered and

balanced appropriately, sometimes in a way different for each teacher

(dependAng, for example, on seniority). This can be neatly done within

the Game general algorithrr(p. 102). .

the / For another, teacher preferences are complicated by

.

the number of sections assigned of :a course (I may like to teeth 9th grade'

. I

algebra, but four sections of it. ... ?). Tine= therefore' . ,

extended. his model to a thisiedpetisfon (the numbek of sections of
.

4.. 1

eacik ij combination). And in order to make sure- he obtained feasible
. .

-solutions, he abandoned the fast algorithms for ene.called zero-one

integer programming. Obtaining data from 7 Connecticut high-school

. .

Math deparoepts,,he Compared the optimal solutions for each, against

.k--
.

_
,

.,

the current sch'edulfeaceuelly bei4g taught. His results are shown
,

in%Tibles 1sind

4 &

.5

r

"able 1'

7

Table 2 :

_
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Naturally,since the algorithm does optimize the objective

function,' there is never a case where the solution .does not

meet or surp ass the current assignment, when only one dimension

of benefit is considered. Thus; when preferences are maximized

in Table 1, -the preference gain is very cieatr. When we compare

these pregsrence solutions .. with the effectiveness ratings;

however, ;re find there has been some tradeoff, and the existing

schedules are at times superior. And we see the same resu/tp.
.

in reverse, when we maximize only the effectiveness ratings. (Tillett

1

did not apply the available techniques for combining the two benefits

in appropriate ways.) the clearest message from such work, than,

is 6at our choic'esof valne'dimensions is- of fundamental importance

to our decision-making.
. ,

Now suppose an evaluator is calledon tc help make asignmenps
. .

of this general'iort. . Clearly, the OR. framework can, enormously,_,: ..

1 % .

aid in knowieji what information to collect',,,- what opinions 1444
A

P

preferences, and how to combine them into a feasible and defensible

solution. There is also a side benefit froM nearly all models of

operations research: After finding' one or more Opt4aal-loluilons4

one can do ,sensitivity analysis to find how stable it is under shifting

estimates pf benefit. And one can fiirly easily calculate alternative

solutions, if the automatic one reaches produces some infeasible feature
. , , . .

not anticipated in ttte design. It helps us ask questions, as well as
, .

make use of the answers. .

6

1

.
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Network Model's

Another big J.ass of OR models can be adapted for large, unknown

number of educational problems., These are the network models,

which are probably most\familiaz to.educators as PERT diagrams (e.g.,

Cook, 1966). But.there at&'tountless other potential applications.

For example, let us assume a question of curricurum design. We have

a certain amount of 'time,, a certain
.

to cover (which we cainot..do justice to), and

value for different levels of effort for these

amount of material

estimated of Cost and

.materials.

16

How can OR help us sort out all this information, and come up with the

'r

hest possible design?

For simplicity, let usYessume we have just 10 hours of study:

time, . . to get through four chapters of a textbook.; For each - '

chapter we have a set of hlternatiVe levels of effort, with a_cost

and value estimated for each level.
4

end of a network, going through the

If we think of beginning at one

fcrehapters, 'and ending at the
.4.

other end of the network, we might draw the problem as in Figure 4. -)

A /
41

Figure 4

,
Now we may 'think of our problem as

, a maze of,pathi.. Hae we are not just
, (

as we might in planning a trip; and we

picking our way through

picking the shortest path,

are not just picking the

.

longest patlWas we might when anticipating difficulties in PERT.

'
Rather, we are picking that path'which produces the most efficient

ft 9

1

:21 .
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.

trip, gaining us ihf4s best ratio of benefit-to-cost,

possiple..within our set limitations

And we motice a peculiarity of the network of Figure 4. There

e successive stages.of,the trip, and there,is no line, for

7

1y connecting Chapter 1 with Chapter"3.. In fact, this sort

oblemlis;therefore nickbamed the "stagecoach" problem (Wagner,

are fi

ditto

of

..19 9, p. 256), and itpermits Itch easterisolutions than if all

odeswere connected with all.o rs. Because the.model is-solved

/by moving from one stage tq the nett solving each in turn, it

Is classified as "dynamic programminivalgorithm.

Network problems, like others in OR, allow.uf to-tist, the

sensitivity of the solution to errors in estimate, and to try out

various alternative values in the input. Here again, we halm a

Irtmework which helps us ask the right quedtions, and, fir the answers

"

into a rational set of suggestions, together with mote estimate: of

.

possible errors in .those'sugiastions. /

i
Simulatioft Models

In seelcingsuch legitimate approaches to evaluation, we have

briefly considered three major kinds of.OR models: ,decistoreanalysis,

transportion, and network designs. These and others hairs in cotton

the enormous innefit of providing "optimal" solutions, either me*Imizing

or minimizing some function a agreed worth. But there is a large

class of OR modals,undor thegeneral head of "simulakions", $2hich .

perMit ds to search out alarge number of possibilities, but which

do not automatically home in on the best alternatives.

n
OA
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A

of

. *

rimu latlion models, in fact, are aowarious as to be almost. ,

.
. . I

indescribable,
,

since they include the vast quantity of OR. problems

wii cannot be analyzed by one of the standard optimization

modeles Simulation'is very vhlualple; We often wish to test a plan

with th enormous.dengars and costs, of a real-world trial, so

set out the way the-,plan-wbuld'be expected to, work, often in

Also
the rm of a flow-chart. We/set out some statistical features

of the, events we expect to encounter, often using 'random-

.
number generators to simulate their occurrence. Aar we prt-tit a

computer program (prOablyiusing some of the simulation ,packages

available), and run a largellumber of cases, tabulating the results

in summary ways. We gain whatever wisdom we may gather from,

'sayi"expetLeneing" wow such- cases.
'

Let'us consider a more concrete exam We wish classes to make

full u se; of the«iew school library being planned, but we'ara concerned

about overwhelming the librarian with checkouts, possibly l eading

to tardiness, confusion, poor discipline.. Such overloads are Ohdom
, ..

,,

events, bisi we hive lome,knowle4ge about the mAan
check-out
df/demand.far cl st;;;;liow, 'here is a partictilar

,simulation, so'V 1 developkd and that, it 14 ,often treated

and variance

large brana,of,

separately: ueue theo ay the us4 of certain fora/Jim' in this.
,

,

' .theOry, we are able} to "try out" several planiloc the'library, Binding
. ". .

.

.,.

Jtor: each . how

difficulty might bale.

4

often we get intodifficulty, and how bad the

Like the 'other OR Models,44kmulation encourages

\_
about out problems, identifying .-key features, guiding our collection

R 4

u\to think hard

7'

/

-4
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of information, setting up our algorithms. When we run the problem,

we get cheaply what might otherwise have cost very dearly. But whatever

the model, the solutions ar'only as-good as the match of the model

1.9

with the world:

The OR Models As Metaphors

.

,the argument of this article is that dec ision making is the most

at Opeiationsimportant distinction of educational evaluation, an

Research is the science of decision-makthg. Thus, OR models would
4

seem to be our preferred metaph6r:for evaluation. But the introduction

-of ithis time should be justified. One scholar recently wrote that

"n6 systematic way for attacking metaphors exists at this time" (Guba,

L909). I

metaph9r.

4
.=111111,

believe, to .the contrary, that some ways - of attacking_

(or_at least its 'first cousin, analogy) have been brilliantly'

synthesized in recent years. My preferred examples are all from the
(e.g.,.Slagle, 1971).

new science of artificial intelligence/1 For example, Thomas Evans

(1968) has created an auteciatic, rule-driven analyzer of geometric

,Fielogyprobleis of'the sort dm in Figure .5.

1

Figure 5

His program ANALOGY, ovelidecadeago, passed tests with the

metaphoric insight of an American high-school student.

1

In the more directly verbal realm, Reitman.(1965)'programmed

a solution algorithmthm to the classic sort 'of word analogy:

24.



HAND 'GLOVE FOOT (TOE,PINGERs

In this problem, most would' agree that the third choice,.

SHOE, is the' correct response...But why? Apparently because both'

sides of.the equation will then satisfy a relation of the form:

.

C

CIATHIM(HAND, CLOVE); and

' CLOTHING(FOOT, SHOE); or morerbroadly,

Ea,

where R is a spedified relation, and x and /are ordered arguments

which satisfy that relation.
.,.

Such relations are at the heart of metaphor analysis.. Indeed,

2b

I

even 1. georp
.

etric4alogies (as in Figure 5) are translated into complex
. : .

listrprocessing strings (using LISP) which exptess" many properties . ..,
. .

and . .
.

of forms,/relationp among them, ind permit pattern recognition by
of

1

, comparisons among such strings. Even visual metaphors, tiren,

are converted and solved at the level of symbolic logic.
6 _

In etraluation, . we are seeking metap hors which will provide the

OUT
best springboard to/successful performance. We seek .comparisons of

41 real -world problem (let us say, gm) with some other problem (say,

mldo which will serve as auscful_ model. Ws are applyingto au=

problen implicit equation of the farm-

Rtab

Thera are two sources of difficulty: 1) whether we havet.,s Clear idea of.

I :A

the way the mode) itself works: 1.3/.:itb,. and 2). whether there is indeed a

useful, match of the two relations, that is, whether the model is"usefully

isomorphic with the real-world problem.
. .

.

as.
.,

.
..

, .. 2D, . .

li ;''

, .

.5 4

4

41
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On the first point, OR seems brilliantly.aheaeof any'other metaphor
.

21.

of decision-making. OR'll'as the enormous advantage of all mathelaatici,

. .

of bringing to bee, a system of demonstrable theorems, of certain truth.

Virtually no other, non-mathematical metaphor can hope to provide the '

AP.

intelleottlanchor, then, that OR provides.

- k
of decision analysis, for example, with such

Compare its working model

intrinsically ambiguous

metaphors as histoty.or Addrnaliim.
.

On the second point -- the fit of the model to the real-world problem -

OR sharessome of the weaknesses of other metaphors. That is, one must

labor to eatablish that R really is usefully equivalent to R', and that

x and are usefully analogous to :Land b of our OR'mOdel. As Norman

Campbell put it,

°It is never, difficult to find a theory which will explain the

laws loggca1ii4 what is difficult is to find one which will
.

explain them logically and at the same time display the .

requisite analogy. . . If it were found that t hanalogy was
.

false it would at Once lose its Value. (Feigl & Brodbeck, i953,

p. 289)

All metaphors, then, share the btitden of proving their owh,acCurecy.
j

But even here, OR. metaphors
;

seem to enjoy unusual status, sac° duly routinely

provide algorithms for describing the real -world 'problem (for exanpJe,

by requiring lists of alternatives, and the values of probabilittes,

costs, an benefits) in ways which will at least probe for any falsity in the

* analogy.

A

r

When these two advait,tages are put together -- the power of the mathematical

4.

. 0 n

ti



appreit chss become more popular (4.g., Novick &Jackson, 1974), sincg.,:,_1111

-

,.
there is some affinity between the two areas. And for a,special&ed

.

introduction to'DA, theta is still no batter work than that of R.iiffa

.model in itself, and its be rtstrc power in expldring the dimensions
. a

of fit to the .real worldi-tbel;OR Seems Uniquely suited to'4rovide the
A .1 -

.. . 1

most useful metaphors for educational avaluationowith its attendant..: .
.'14

dvisio8-makinit

-Operations Reseeth and iucatioa

This final section is intended as ,a _guide to 1 the litera ture

of OR especi"alEy of those topics most salient for educaltional

22

exaluation. A masterful, prizewinning summary of the. field is. the

.1000-pagi work by Wagner (1969). 'This is at once a hese textbook and

a handpook for professional workers in OR. There afe -very numerous

exercises and word problems, glite a few with a behavioral or educational
a <

flavor. Other comprehensive texts in OR are by Hillier and Lieberman
N

(1974), and by Gayer and Thompson (1973). -All of these have many
S

problems, and would. be suitable for courses of two semesters or so re.

For th se seeking a particular emphasis on decision ansis,

there is an OR text by Trueman (1174), which devotes six chapters to

such decision trees. And if one seeks a combination of DA with our

more,classic statistical ap prpach, there a tistics textbooks

(without Olfer OR techniques) by iiimburg

Hayti (1475) ,

tthat abr., sta

inkier and William L.

11.1cnown psychological tatistic n. It seems certain

cs texts.trill moveein the direcao of DA, as Bayesian

(l968)S

21
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we,have notedppsychologists an educators have been slow to

discover OR, but there are some green shoots of interest. Some basic,

OR concepts have ,filtered into education, especially in-flow- charting

(e.g., Kaufman, 1972), =Ting (cook, 1966), orapPBS (Hartley, 1968).

These havt typicalAy.used graphic aids fiom ORebut s014pur the

advanced.mathematical techniques, let aloneoptimization, which are the
eo

core of OR as a professional discipline. In fact, thereare at least

two introductory books for educators (Bangbart, 1969; Wan Dusseldorpr---

Richardson &Foley., 1971), but these are clearly ailad at familiarization

with sortie of the concepts, and not at a level of useful expertise.

A specific OR textbook for educators and other behavioral scientists,

then, seems a gap waiting to be filled.,

Educators may not realize'just how advanced and commonplace OR is,

in other florlds than ours. Courses exist in various university

departure td, including statistics, engtneering, industrial administration,

.
and sometimes departments of their owA. Ph.D.'s are given in mani

l

.

universities. In the U.S., large-xind active professional groups are

.
,' - ,

.

focused in major organizations such as the Operations Research Society
."--

... -

0 of American ORSA) and The Institute of Management Sciences (TIM). .

These put out major technicaliournals,Operations Research and Meneeement.

. .Science, and team up for the more applied:TIMS/ORSA Interfaces, and

.
i

410

.

,- for large national and international-congresses, with programs running
4

41,

over 300 close pages., OR is at the heart of much seripuathinking

'in 'government, industry,, and the military. And in Schools of Business

Administration, the teal MBA may routinely take two courses focused

on OR approaches. indeed, it seems to be that Education is the discipline
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which is out of step in OR (or which has hardy begun to march!).

Yet there have been
,
a number of efforts to applyftepproachesto

a

-

.

the understanding of educational problems, and reviews-of some of these

have been written by McNamara (1971) and by Johnstone-0974). Much
_

of the morklhas been done in higher education, since OR specialists,

with the necessary abilities and skills, have most frequently turned

to nearby problems in their own universities.

It is clear that OR techniques have flourished most in fields

Ware there are easilyavailable objective functions, such as time

saved, or dollars profit, or hits on target. Our educational objectives,

ti
however, are intrinsically less tractable; it.is a remarkable achievement

. of the past half century, that we have (in Western nations) reached

some fragile consensus about the importance of storing well on

objtive tests. And such measures are an indispehsable baiis of

good educational' decisionimaking (for a technical, early approach,

MEN

see Cronbach & Closer, 1965)."
A

Despite the remarkable, incremental progress of educational measurement,

there axe still problems.in using test scores as objective functions for

41
OR. One of these is that a test score, at best, is of interval-scale

. ..

It;
:

t

measurement, whereas for many OR applications we need strength of

. c- -,

ratio scale, that is, using a known zero point. One solution is to

41
concentrate on the change of ttAtt scores, since a zero point of a sort

is established for no-change. Yet there are psychometric problems"

even beyond the relative instability of measurements of change. Here

, I' again, is a promising field for serious research.

9
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Another O'fAblem of hest scores, as we have seen, is putting
1.*

in proper perspective as objectives of the educational enterprise.

Here we have doted some strong basic wdkk in multiple values (Raiffa,
4:,

1966; - Churchman, Ackoff & Arnoff, 1956, ch. 6; Churchmano-1961; and

especially Keen,* & R4ffa, 19794 Hore.applied work on this general

.

,probledhas beenlak 4ited(Page, 1972, 1973, 1974; Page & Breen,

1974a,k1974b.). The bentee'tethods have also been applied by Wayne

Hartin- (of the Rational Assessment of Educational ProgresS) and by

Dr: William Streichi?of the Farmington, Conn., Public Schools)..

Ot4er major work on the, values of objectives has involved the

nbeipk, technfcrite (Dalkey, 1969), which has aimedimore at the' crew on

of.consensus among a group than at the discovery of independent'

opinion. None ofthese have explicitly used values to combine test'

scores -into single measures (such as described- in the bentee

literature), but theipotentii is clearly,present.

Apart from test scores, of course, is the general use of independent

ratings of value,. °ea ratio scale. Once these are done, then OR

techniques may be applied to optimize such values. And this has been

done in curriculum designpts we have seen (Page, Jarjoura & Kon4ka, .

1976; Page, 1976; Konopka, 197/7, in teacher assignment (Tillett, 1975)9\
440

and most recently 4!n the curriculum planning and scheduling for
J

,high school, students (Crandon, in presi). In all of there, however,

4

the "applications" have consisted of the transfer of the general.

dicory to a specific aria, and the discovery of opinions, and the

*sign and running of appropriate
F.

Ova% the date. The applications

pro ams to optimize the o jectirs,

h not involved the carrying

-:--7-0-7-7------....-----

1
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out of palls generated by OR: Such complete applications remain for

the future.

Will educational

as evaluators become

on a more structured

evaluation turn toward Operations Researcht,

evaluative
more institutionalized, and the/discipline takes

form? There is surely a movement in. this

,diction, among at.leasts few of the more quantitatively'pophisticated

in the evaluations .movement (e.g., Edwards, Guttentag & Snapper, 1975;
Levin, 1975; .

Carnoy, 1976 =.,,,and Gene Glass in his introduction of Carnoy). But

'the movemeili is still very slight. And there is a strong counter-
. .

movement, subjectivist did anti-technological, also among major

opinion leaders in evaluation (e.g., Stake, 1978). And we can

194 to other applied fields in education. (such as guidance) where

there has been steady slide awn from the technical use of eyi4nce,

more and more toward a "soft" epistemology, doctrine accepted on
. .

faith, nd an ever heavier reliance on "authorities" in the field.

aacaticinal evaluation, we may have a rash \r similar situation.

We have a'strongly entrenched administrative leaddrship, all having

,risen to their positions without any acquaintance

little tmUght in Departments,of educatiOnatAdministration. When'

. .

we turn to research specialists, we have those who are, in Education,

with OR. OR is

best prepared to understand the material. Yet there is still a
.

major obstacle for them to overcome, as well; for hardly any

part of their training, neither analysis of variance nor multivariate

analysis, will have prepared them to read the material easily. Which

brings. us to the single major problem. with OR and" EE: It is hard.

Even for measurement specialists, it requires months ,of new effort

31
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to grasPxhe-fundamentials. %For the vast numb r,of E s workers, who

emphasize verbal, personal, and political skill far morn:than

-27

technical'ones, OR,as an advancpd practicing speciaLty, may be

hopelessly out'ot reach.

Ernest Anderson (1970), recognizing the problem of OR's interface

with education, asked about. "The Little Man Who Isn't There":
4

the Operations Researcher trained in anddedicated

to education? .

the applied Educational Researcher who can and will feet

'mit needed data and relationships even when these hold

noromise of a goodJournal article or convention report?

the Client who can understand and use what The Operations

and EduCativnal Researcher have to offer him?, (p.

.W4 can repeat the question. Yet as C. P. Snow wrote, "The scientist

has 'tire future in his bones." Operations Research has' the most

to offer of any detaphor for the evaluative process. It providel

a framework to tie together the beat information and insight into

a system to help us make important decisions. In the long run, if

not immediately, iemust prevail as the principal technology for

evaluation.
4 4

, . 32.
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FoOtnotes

1. Some work has been done in pushing,the bentee at least a large

step clgser to application. Waynellartin,(of the National Assessment of-;
---

Edaestional Progress) has explored values in Social Studies. Some of

. us have explored_the redesign of a large and important course in electronics,
-1

-- -.with the LW'S. Navy (PagoW0anfield, 1975; Page, 1976). And Dr. William

A

Stretch (of the Farmington, Conn., Schools) has studied c ourse 5,tructure

in high school, departments of English and History.

°The well-known Bloom (et al, 1956) Taxonoty,of Educational

Objectives did:not. drealitself to "values" of the various goals:: 1:

.
, 'w

in the way we are describing,---; and thus.isrnot directly-useful for choice

V--.. .:.

amongam.4; programs. The various "levels" within the .Taxonomy, on 'th,-other

hand, can be weighted and incorporated within the bentee strAtegly.-

3: W.17 could just as well optimize, the sum of preferences of those

teachers, or the sum of ratings by students, or some combinadon 'of any

of these.

4. This calculation treats-the courses as unique, and ignores

schedule constraints. Then the possible permutations are201/(4141414141).

5. In the basic "transportation" model, each call might rather-he

flagged by a cost c, and the',goi/ would be to minimize the total cost

of the final solption. Mathematically, the licklintimmun:is trivial.

64 The-STUDENT program of tquat1-11ebrovirtI9Z8riS perhaps still eraser
. - .

to the sort of metaphot we Beak, since it converts natural language (English)

problems into algebra, solves them, and trans/,As the results back into

English.
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;Is .
operann research approach to the amanment iiiainsourses

Tabk I. Results of scheduling to maximise metturict 1411411 n SOU Connecticut High kited
Depsruncats

Deprtments 2 3 f 3 6 7

Mtn pretance per coursesection
Existia; schulak 74 74Y 74 61 14
Optimal sena* 44 $4 II 70 7

Van do:drain per course-section
- Existing scholiast SC 74 7.2 3 13 74

Optimal scheduleet 12 7.3 7-7 42 17 *4 71

Tntiel. Raniof scheduluito maximize effectisenms ratings in 'men Connecticut High School
, Depanments

a

Departments , I 2 3 4 ' 3 -6 7

^,

gna pittance per CCWWStd011
Ethan r.hedule
Optimal schedule - .

&tam electiveness pa coarsesection
&Mat khakis
Optimal schedule

....---....p.

7.3

II
SO
12

74.
67

.

7.4
74

II.
34

II
46

74
41

/2
51

11
40

15
15

61
34

43
43

74
67

74
74

_Reprinted from Tillett(/975, p. 193;_copyrifiht Socio..Economia

Sciences,,Great, Britain), with the _kind permission of author

and publisher.
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Figure 1. A decision tree.
1

A decision is reached by ,tracing out the branches as far as
possibte, afavung rattles to each terminal node, and probabilities to each branch from a Pnode. P nodes are then solved (working from the bottom up), by averaging out the branch&And D nodes are solved by folding back all but the most valuable blanch as evaluated beloweach D. for vocations, the probability values are determined by knowledge of both the world3 and self, spare also the terminal values. Tccbrrica1 procedures can be applied to aid all suchtient.

Rep nted. r Page (1974). Copyright1974 by the

National Vo ational Guidaqcs Association, and reproduced

wikh-peratsston.
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Figure 2. A bentee tree of educational value. If tte bentee is

defined as the 'overall iducatioialsbenefitu for a 12th -grade .

-I.. .
a 1

student, Chen the values of each part of interest in the tree may
. . .. * .

' be defined by the token or other meth od. is noted by. this tracing
.. _ .... '

.
.

.
....

-.out of jostidrinterests, it is possible io,umve from the highest

N
I.

philosophical value to the most discrete tuft or instructional
.

w subdivisions.objective, within only a few or "generations.')

Sans: ta Poge. oo-down. Net or Eduent'%WM itkaufetnent, 1974, 573.584'5^13111atunie Edda,
#
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Courses Offered

3 4 5 6 Supp1

5

Demand
--" (sections) .

4

4

4 A'

.
4

4

4

(20)

a

Fixture 3.
Assignment of 5 teachets to 7

courses, 20 sectioilsoIn
this'itansPortattonuproblem, each teacher has ,

a row, and esch
course..type a column. :LW:lumber

of sections of each course required
is thlis "demand";

and\the numbir of sections each teacher is availabL,or

is the "supply." For each-,tell, ro is" the rating
(or,preference)'of that- teacher for that course-

The aim is to assign telciers
to courses

der to
Maximise the sum of r

ij A the
assignment.%

.
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c

Figure 4. A textbook problem seen as a network., The student begins

at the loft addiends at the right, laving studied each chapter it

some level. Each node has a cost, and a benefit. The best path from

n'to 11 maximizes the benefit, while keeping costs with soma permissible

count.
t:r

F om Page, Jarjoura, and Konopka (1976,.p.,.41).

C'.;:... Copyright 1976/bY 'the:American Eduiatimud.ipal
I

KoseArch AisgclatiotReprinrod Sy permission of the publisher.
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Figure 5. A "geometric analogy" intelligence-test item,

age'
Nt.

'of theliort solved by the computer program A=47
.

(Evans, 1968;4. 271). The aim is to complete.the relation ft

!takis to 8 as U is to what?" by cbdosing correctly among
.

the five numbered alternttiOes. The accepted response

is #4. Copyright-I9¢8 by the Hata. Press, and

ripiinted with permission of th131\thof'andlpublisher.
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